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Introduction

Remember those carefree times as a child? If you were like me, you probabl
played with paper dolls or Barbies and dreamt of how glamorous your life would b
as a grown-up. When my dolls were wearing their fancy Dioresque gowns, the
never changed diapers, did the dishes or went to the market. My dolls’ pretty littl
sports car with the 1960s turquoise interior never had to go in for an oil change! M
perfect-looking dolls had the perfect lives, with perfect maids and nannies.
When we grow up, though, we realize that real life isn’t like this. It happens to a
of us at some point: as we perform necessary chores, we have days when we thin
we will never see glamour again. It is so important to reconnect with that little girl w
left behind. When I make art, I can reenter that wonderful world of make-believ
dress-up and paper dolls that I found so enchanting as a child.
I fondly remember rainy days filled with hours of playing paper dolls and creatin
my own fashions for them. Yes, I loved the clothes that I carefully cut from the box
but I also loved to draw my own styles and color them with vibrant patterns.
remember feeling satisfaction in having created something to play with that did no
come from a box.
This book will teach you how to create fabulous fashions and how to find you
inner girly-girl. There are many projects to choose from: mixed-media art to hang o
the walls, sweet art books to journal inside, and paper dolls to share with the speci
girl in your life. I use simple materials that are easy to find in any craft store. I lov
the process of hand-cutting a butterfly instead of using a die-cut machine. If I can
find the right stamp, I carve my own.
I also like to set the mood for my art time. It’s important that my space makes m
feel, well, pretty. Sometimes it means changing into my most comfy pink pj’s an
having coffee in the prettiest cup I can find. I like to have my most-used supplies
hand. My brushes and markers are in beautiful cups that find their way into m
studio from flea markets. Family heirlooms don’t hide behind cabinet doors in m
house. Depression glass sits on my shelves, holding all sorts of goodies. Cotto
swabs stand up straight in a crystal liqueur glass. Sponges and stamps settle int
vintage bowls that belonged to my great-grandmother. Colorful vintage buttons sit i
apothecary jars for all to see. Music is always playing, and it’s even better when it’
French!
I invite you into this world of mine. It’s a place where you can leave the dishe
alone and your worries behind. We will draw fabulous clothes. We will sketch ba
gowns that you would probably never wear and ruffles that are way too girly but oh
so-beautiful to look at. We will draw whimsical faces and paint hair any color w

want, as long as it’s not gray! We will add glitter, shimmer and bling—yes, lots o
bling. Grab your mixed-media tools and a cup of tea, and let’s play!

CHAPTER 1

Technique

It’s playtime!
Get comfy, grab a cup of tea and bring out your pencils and paintbrushes! Leav
your inhibitions behind while we learn how to sketch fashion figures and create a
sorts of fun background techniques in this chapter.
We will learn the basic proportions of figure drawing, and from there, I encourag
you to develop a style that is yours alone. There are so many ways to incorpora
your own ideas into your pieces. I love to use script paper for my figures’ bodies
You may want to use old maps or menus. Maybe you don’t want to use script pape
at all. There are plenty of other options, such as using a background stamp on plai
paper. You may want to have legs that are twice as long as the ones in my sketche
or are just straight lines with hearts for the knees. As you learn these basic steps fo
drawing, let your imagination run wild!
My background techniques are easy to learn, and you may use as many or as few
layers as you wish. We will use sponges, brayers and old gift cards, each techniqu
creating its own unique look. We will not only stamp with traditional stamps, bu
also use more unusual items such as potatoes and Bubble Wrap. Think about wha
else you can use in your backgrounds. There is no limit to your imagination!

SKETCHING A FASHION FIGURE

It Takes Lots of Practice!

Fashion sketching took me years of practice to master. I’m not a “natural,” so
didn’t just sit down and start sketching recognizable poses of the human body. It als
took a lot of practice to develop my own style. I’m happy to say that I can now si
have a pose in my mind and sketch it in a fairly quick manner. Anyone who looks a
it will know the style is unmistakably mine.
Recently, I was asked to draw a reindeer. A reindeer?! I had no idea what
reindeer looked like, and I wasn’t able to draw one out of the blue. I referred to th
Internet to find an image of a reindeer, and I felt uncomfortable as I started to draw
him. I tweaked, erased and tweaked some more before he resembled a reindeer.
share this with you because I don’t want you to be intimidated by drawing. It take
practice—lots of practice! As you learn, remember to be patient with yourself.

There’s the Right Way, and There’s the Quick Way

First, we will learn the right way. I took a basic drawing class in college, but
didn’t have the time or patience to learn to draw the correct way. Design classes h
hard and heavy, and I learned to draw as most design students learn: quickly, usin
croquis. A croquis is simply a sketch of an undressed figure. Tracing paper is place
over the croquis to sketch the figure’s outfit. After completing this chapter, yo
should have the knowledge to sketch your own set of croquis to complete th
projects in this book. We will learn a very condensed version of drawing a figure th
correct way. We will dissect what we’re doing so we can understand the process.
Use these guidelines as a starting point for developing your own style. As artist
we don’t always like doing things the right way. Once you learn the proportions I’v
provided, you can go crazy creating your very own signature approach. This is whe
legs and necks can become longer, heads can become smaller, and elbows and ankle
can be exaggerated points. Lips can emerge into hearts, and eyelashes may extend t
the middle of the cheek with swirls at the ends! You may want to draw primitive
chubby or stick-like figures. This is where the fun begins!

Drawing the Grid

Begin by drawing and numbering thirteen horizontal lines across your paper i
1” (2.5cm) intervals, starting with zero. The head is 1” (2.5cm) long, and the figur
will be the equivalent of twelve heads. Realistically, the human figure would b
seven heads tall. In fashion sketching, the body is always elongated to show off th
clothing. Why? Because it’s all about the clothes! It’s important to note here tha
another artist might use fifteen lines and draw very long legs. I happen to like th
twelve-head rule, although I’ve been known to change it up sometimes. Label you
horizontal lines according to Figure A. Sketch in your figure, again referring t
Figure A. This is a front-view figure, meaning both sides are symmetrical. Figure
shows how a figure will look with clothes. You now have your first figure!

FIGURE A

FIGURE B
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